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ABSTRACT 

 

 Driver drowsiness and loss of alertness may result in major road accidents. The main 

aim of this paper is to detect the drowsiness by PPG (Photoplethysmography) sensor. PPG 

sensor gives heart rate measurements of the driver and using the variation in heart rate, 

drowsy state can be detected. When drowsiness of vehicle driver is detected then alert 

system is given in two ways, first alert through alarm, and next alert through vibration. 

Even the vehicle driver in drowsy state then lane detector is on and when the lane is 

detected vehicle will stop. The signals from PPG sensor, lane detector are analysed and 

controlled by PIC microcontroller. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The most of road accidents are happening nowadays are related to behavioural state 

of driver. More than 30% of road accidents are by drowsiness [1]. Even well known 

driving experienced driver made accidents due to drowsiness. Drivers who don’t take 

regular breaks when driving long distances run a high risk of becoming drowsy a state 

which they often fail to recognize early enough according to the experts. The intermediate 

state between wakefulness and sleepiness, hyper vigilance is the major aspects that cause 

the driver to make slow reaction and resulting in abnormal driving aptitude [2]. Therefore 

an inexpensive and obstructive method is needed to monitor the driver vigilance state. 

Many researchers have done vehicle based monitoring the driver state but here the 

vigilance state of driver can be monitored through PPG sensor. [3]Because large inter and 

intra individual differences in driving pattern is difficult to classifying driver vigilance. 

More Physiological based features are used to indicate driver drowsiness state. The 

symptom of drowsiness is slow response and reaction, dreaming, breathing variation, 

blood flow and heart rate or pulse rate changes. An infrared sensor is used to monitor 

driver eye movement and measure the physiological events using heart rate sensor to 

ensure driver safety but this is not highly reliable [4]. Wei et al [5] suggested information- 

fusion approach drowsiness  which includes eye activity, head inclination, skin electric 

potential, EEG activities, gripping force on steering wheel, heart  beat rate and  lane-

keeping characteristics this method also not suitable in real situation. The EEG signal 
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results have been proved to be one of the most predictive and reliable indicator but the 

practical use is difficult to handle. So the convenient and wearable PPG sensor is used to 

detect the drowsiness in this paper. When the driver reaches the predefined level, alarm 

will be given and then vibration. Next step is to detect the lane to stop the vehicle after few 

seconds. 

 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

The photoplethysmogram signals (analog) measured from a finger are amplified and 

filtered, and then transmit to a PIC microcontroller. The filtered analog signals are 

converted to digital signals by a built-in A/D converter in PIC microcontroller. The PPG 

signal reflects the blood movement in the vessel, which goes from the heart to the 

fingertips and toes through the blood vessels in a wave-like motion [6].  

 
Fig 1.Block diagram 

The PPG sensor is the one in which used to detect the drowsiness. ADC is used here 

to convert the physical quantity information into a electrical and then it is amplified for the 

further processes of sensing. Indication lamp used to indicate the vehicle is going to stop to 

the vehicle which is behind to it. But we cannot stop the vehicle at any moment and at any 

place because sudden stop may also lead to collide the vehicles so, we need to detect the lane 

to get place to stop the car. The information which is taken by the PPG sensor is displayed in 

LCD. Lane can be detected using lane detector then controlling unit is given to the PIC 

microcontroller. Here vehicle control motor 1 and vehicle control motor 2 are used to control 

the brake with DC motor unit. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

PPG sensor is the main parameter used to detect the drowsiness of driver. Because the 

skin is so richly perfuse, it is relatively easy to detect the pulsate component of the cardiac 

cycle. The DC component of the signal is attributable to the bulk absorption of the skin 

tissue, while the AC component is directly attributable to variation in blood volume in the 

skin caused by the pressure pulse of the cardiac cycle. The height of AC component of the 

photoplethysmography is proportional to the pulse pressure, the difference between the 

systolic and diastolic pressure in the arteries, pulse rates (PR) can be derived by divides the 

peaks interval by sampling frequency and multiplies by 60 s.   
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A. PPG Sensor 

In this study, the adopted reflectance mode PPG as this mode has typically advantages 

over transmission mode PPG for the estimation of respiratory rate by potentially avoiding 

external venous compression. There are several efforts to derive respiratory rate (RR) from 

numerous biomedical signals such as ECG, blood pressure, and etc. The PPG waveform 

presents better estimates of RR than ECG waveform because variations in the PPG waveform 

which part of it is influenced by the mechanics of respiration and are not just solely 

dependent on an intact autonomic nervous system .The derivation of RR based on PPG is also 

known as PDR, at which generally based on distinct signal processing methods, for example, 

wavelets, filtering, and etc. The series of peaks in the PPG waveform were linked using a 

cubic spline interpolation to produce a waveform trend based on the pulse rates as depicted as 

green line. Similar to PPG, the resulting PDR is decomposed into respective frequency bands. 

The RR can be predicted from the PPG-decomposed peak frequency ranges between 0.04-Hz 

and 0.5-Hz [6].Photoelectric plethysmography, also known as photoplethysmography. 

 

B. Lane detector 

Lane detector is used to detect where the car to be placed. Because vehicle is 

travelling in highways then it cannot stop immediately in the middle of the road, so the lane 

detector is ON when the drowsiness reaches limited time period. This lane detector is a 

parking assistance to know about the obstacles which present at the road sides. When the lane 

is detected then the vehicle motor at wheel is turned to left side and the vehicle is stopped. 

 

C. Display and power system   

PPG sensor pulse rate is displayed in LCD. The display unit is connected to PIC 

microcontroller. The Device is a monolithic integrated high voltage, high current four 

channel driver designed to accept standard DTL or TTL logic levels and drive inductive loads 

(such as relays solenoids, DC and stepping motors) and switching power transistors. To 

simplify use as two bridges each pair of channels is equipped with an enable input. A 

separate supply input is provided for the logic, allowing operation at a lower voltage and 

internal clamp diodes are included. This device is suitable for use in switching applications at 

frequencies up to 5 kHz. The L293D is assembled in a 16 lead plastic package which has 4 

centre pins connected together and used for heat sink. The L293DD is assembled in a 20 lead 

surface mount which has 8 centre pins connected together and used for heat sink. 

 

D. Alarm and vibration 

Alarm is alertness given to the vehicle driver as buzzer. A buzzer or beeper is a 

signalling device, usually electronic, typically used in automobiles, household appliances 

such as a microwave oven, or game shows. It most commonly consists of a number of 

switches or sensors connected to a control unit that determines if and which button was 

pushed or a preset time has lapsed, and usually illuminates a light on the appropriate button 

or control panel, and sounds a warning in the form of a continuous or intermittent buzzing or 

beeping sound. Vibration is given to the vehicle driver as second alert system within certain 

period of time after the alarm step is done. Here the vibration is through the seat. 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

  In simulation the results are given with proteus software. Proteus software gives 

required output which is to be implemented in hardware. PPG sensor is sensing pulse rate and 

the values are displayed through LCD display connected to the PIC microcontroller. The 

status of vehicle also can be displayed in LCD. Initially the simulation setup shows running 

condition of the vehicle. When the pulse rate is decreased gradually then the state is drowsy 
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state. When the drowsiness is detected then three stages of alertness is given to the vehicle 

driver. The overview design of the simulation is shown in fig 2. The overview of the 

simulation has PPG sensor unit, relay, PIC microcontroller, LCD display, alarm, vibration 

(motor), indication lamp, lane detector and engine (motor). 

 

 
Fig. 2.Overview of simulation 

 

In this simulation value of PPG sensor can be varied. The power supply given to the 

circuit through relay. Relay can be act as the resistor because it allows the specified voltage 

to the circuit. PIC microcontroller uses 5v to process controlling unit. The vehicle is in 

moving condition, when there is no drowsiness is detected with vehicle driver shown in fig 3. 

Consider normal pulse rate of a human being and compare with predefined value. When the 

predefined value gets decreased then drowsiness is detected. The value of PPG sensor gets 

gradually decreased when driver in drowsy state. With this decrease in pulse rate the 

drowsiness state can be detected. After few seconds the drowsy state reminds then sleeping 

condition is displayed in LCD display. 

 

 
Fig 3.Vehicle moving condition 

 

Drowsiness detected then the three stages of alertness will provide to the vehicle 

driver. Within few seconds the alarm gets ON for some period of time. When alarm is ON 

then the driver may wake up. Even the drowsiness states like slow breathing, slow reaction 
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reminds then it is given to the next stage of alertness. The second stage of alertness is 

vibration through motor which is kept under vehicle driver seat. Vibration is ON when driver 

still in drowsy state after the alarm ON. Driver still in drowsy state then condition will go to 

the next stage.  

 
 

Fig 4.Drowsiness detected 

 

The third stage of alertness is to stop the vehicle by controlling the motor shown in fig 

5. To stop the vehicle, lane detector is used to detect place where the vehicle to be parked 

because vehicle cannot be stopped suddenly in middle of the road. First step of the third stage 

is to ON indication lamp to avoid collision with other vehicle in the way. Lane can be used 

detect the nearer place to stop the vehicle. After the detection of lane, vehicle will stop by 

controlling the motor. In this simulation the engine will stop running when lane is detected. 

 

 
 

Fig 5.Lane detected and motor stop condition 

 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed system of sensing the pulse rate for drowsiness is detected and then the 

information is given to the controller to process the indication of drowsiness. The pulse rate is 

displayed using   LCD display. This method is comfortable one because PPG sensor is a 

wearable sensor and when drowsiness is detected, it will indicate an alert to the driver. The 

alertness is given in three stages as alarm, vibration, vehicle stop by lane detection. There are 
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some alternative methods  such  as capturing the facial features by a video camera to predict 

the driver’s hyper vigilance level which are sensitive to background lightness, weather and 

temperature conditions, and etc., The proposed method is least sensitive to the environmental 

variation factor and also to put the brake as the secondary stage of the alert. This paper shows 

the seriousness of the road accidents and that should be avoided. Detection of drowsiness is 

provided by many ways but in this paper PPG sensor is non-invasive and more useful sensor 

because it gives accurate measurement of pulse rate. With Physiological state of the driver, 

vigilance prediction rate can be increased to the true value to false value.  

 

FUTURE WORK 

In future, other than PPG sensor additional parameters are to be added to the system. 

With the additional parameters to the system gives more benefits and also the implementation 

of flexible classifier to take account of ages, genders and other factor into consideration, to 

produce superior classifier model at hyper vigilance prediction to ensure its reliability in real 

driving situation. 
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